
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – A World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty.  

Round 16 - Championship Round 1 

 

1. This city appears to have had a suburb named Rastrojón (ras-tro-HON) at one point. Many of the monuments 
associated with its hegemony are found at the nearby site of Santa Rita. Another satellite of this city contains the 
House of the Bakabs, and is the Sepulturas (sep-ul-TUR-as). The Esmeralda Temple lies atop the Chorcha Pyramid in 
this city. Its Rosalia Temple is the most advanced reconstruction of a religious site associated with this place. The 
Xukpi (SHOOK-pi) and Motmot stones, as well as its Altar Q describes the elevation of a figure known as the “Lord of the 
West” who was buried beneath its Hunal Temple, and whose son built its scarlet macaw-decorated ballcourt. That figure 
from Tikal led a re-founding of this city whose Eastern Plaza contains obsidian-inlaid jaguar sculptures, and the longest 
archaeological cut in the world transects its Acropolis. FTP, name this Mayan ruin discovered by Diego Garcia de Palacio 
known for its hieroglyphic staircase and located in Honduras. 

Answer: Copán 

2. Rare examples of an architectural style named for these structures include the Walter Douglas House in Bisbee, 
Arizona, and the Library of the University of Texas at El Paso. One of these buildings was built on the Crag of 
Hungrel, houses the Kungarwa Shrine, belongs to the Kagyu School, and is named Rinpung. Another overlooks the 
confluence of the Sankosh and Tang rivers. The largest of them was built on a spur overlooking the Mangde Chu Valley in 
the Black Mountains, and serves as the winter quarters of the Kurje Monastery. This type of building shares its name with the 
71 counties of an autonomous region to the north of their native nation, which, like rooms in these structures, were designed 
to be ruled half by a penlop and half by a lama. The Wangchuk dynasty ruled from one of these structures named Trongsa. 
FTP, name these fortified monasteries common to their host nation, Bhutan. 

Answer: Dzongkhas or Dzongs 

3. A geologic unit of this peak’s Crashsite Formation is one of its continent’s main sources of trilobite fossils. Mt. Mohl is 
a satellite peak of this mountain that separates the basin of its Thomas and Dater glaciers on its high eastern face. 
Jacobsen Valley is found to the north of this peak, while its southern promontory is defined by the Hammer Col, a 
saddle that separates it from the Craddock Group. Most climbers begin to ascend this peak by hiking the Nimitz Glacier 
to the Branscomb Glacier. The highest point on the Zumberger Coast, this mountain is defined as a high plateau consisting of 
five peaks which include Corbet Peak and Hollister Peak, and which are part of the Sentinel Range of the Ellsworth 
Mountains. This peak was first ascended by Nicholas Clinch and was named for a congressman from Georgia. FTP, name 
this highest mountain in Antarctica. 

Answer: Vinson Massif 

4. In important lake in this territory is the periglacial Lake Ritsa, which lies below Mt Agapsta and is drained by the 
Bzyb River. A “great wall of” this territory was built along the Kelasuri River in the 6th Century. The church of St. 
Simon the Canaanite once achieved brief autocephaly over this territory whose 14th Century royal palaces were 
located at Lykhny. The Galli Reservoir is this territory’s largest lake. Anacopia Cave is a holy site in its Mt. Iveri, and 
the glacial karst of its Arabika Massif hosts the Krubera and Veryovkina (ver-YOV-ki-na) Caves, the deepest on Earth. 
Mikhail Gorbachev’s personal dacha is located at the town of Musera in this territory. Its first capital of Dioscurias is still 
sinking beneath the sea, while its current one contains the palace of King Bagrat, and is located on the Gumista River. FTP, 
name this breakaway republic on the Black Sea with capital Sukhumi located in the west of Georgia. 

Answer: Abkhazia or Apsny or Apkhazeti 

5. This non-South American city’s Hephzhi (HEF-ji) Bar House is one of the few remaining examples of its Brazilian 
creole architecture, which may be also be seen in its Water House as well as its Shitta Bey Mosque, and some of this 
city’s wealthier class still dwell in three-story stucco mansions known as sobrados. The western border of this city is at 
Badagry Creek on which Appa Quay forms the large part of this city’s harbor along with Tin Can Island. The Carter 
Bridge connects this city’s central district, which contains the Balogun and Jankara (jan-KA-ra) Markets, to its mainland 
Yaba district which contains its university. Five-Cowrie Creek separates its district of Ikoyi from its financial district on 



Victoria Island, which is actually the west end of its Lekki Peninsula. This city is served by a lighthouse near the entrance to 
Tarkwa Bay, and its skyline features the Black Pearl and Champagne Pearl Towers. A ceremonial king in this city dwells in 
its Oba’s Palace, and a national museum in this city is on Tafawa Balewa Square. FTP, name this port city on the Bight of 
Benin in Nigeria, the most populous city in Africa. 

Answer: Lagos or Ìlú Èkó 

6. The Fialé (fya-LAY) Caldera above this body of water hosts a developing geothermal plant, and planned wind farms 
for its basaltic highlands will take advantage of its northwest Khamsin and southwest Sabo winds. Like Lake Abe a 
source of sodium bromide, the Oued Kalou (wed ka-LOU) and Oued Doubié (wed du-BYE) are this body of water’s 
freshwater feeds, and it experiences the spring and summer subterranean inflow of the Ghoubet el Karab. Volcanic 
eruptions from the Ardoukôba (ar-du-KOU-BA) Rift at Kadda Soma have severed this body of water’s connection to the 
Gulf of Tadjoura (ta-JU-ra), and the resultant commodity of its high evaporation rate comprises the principal product traded 
by the Afar people, namely halite. FTP, name this highly saline lake located in the eastern Danakil Depression, at 585 feet 
below sea level the lowest point in Africa, the largest completely within Djibouti and the third lowest lake in the world. 

Answer: Lake Assal 

7. This city’s Hamad Street passes beneath Sword Arch. This city’s suburb of Al-Rayyan contains its Mathaf Art 
Museum, which was designed by Jean-François Bodin. This city’s old quarter is known as Al-Bida, and was first 
settled by the Sudan peoples. Its densely populated Najada neighborhood is one of the few older districts remaining. The 
Souq Waqif is one of this city’s older markets, and is adjacent to its falcon market. This city’s Gold, Red, Green and Blue 
metro lines meet at its Msheireb Station. An Islamic cultural center in this city contains a concentric spiral tower and is 
known as the Finar, while a museum of Islamic art was designed on an offshore island by I.M. Pei. Clock Tower Square is 
one of this city’s civic centers, and its Parliament, the Diwan, was built on re-claimed land, like its famed Corniche 
waterfront district. Al Jazeera is headquartered in this city. FTP, name this capital of Qatar. 

Answer: Doha or Ad-Dawhah 

8. El Carambolo (el-ka-RAM-bo-lo) and Asta Regia in this river’s valley are the remains of a civilization based around a 
lake referred to as the Lacus Ligustinus (LA-kus li-gu-STEEN-us). The failure of a dam at the Los Frailes Mine in 
1998 severely polluted two tributaries of this river. This river’s source is located only 20 miles from its chief tributary 
in the Cazorla Mountains. It receives that tributary, the Genil, at Palma del Rio. This river is first dammed at the Tranco 
de Beas; in its lower course this river feeds the swamps of Las Marismas before reaching its mouth at Sanlucar de 
Barrameda. The Molino de Albulafia (al-bu-LA-fia) is a Roman waterwheel in the uppermost of the two main cities through 
which it flows, and The Torre del Oro overlooks this river in the lower one. The largest city on this river contains a famous 
Roman bridge, and the Romans called this river the Baetis. FTP, name this river that empties into the Gulf of Cadiz after 
flowing through the cities of Cordoba and Seville, the chief river of Andalusia. 

Answer: Guadalquivir River 

9. This desert’s bizarre ventifacts are concentrated at its Dessilak (de-si-LAK) Cliff and include the stone pillars of 
Orida. The oasis of Seguidine (se-gui-DEEN) lies at the northern tip of this desert’s Kaouar (ka-WAR) Escarpment. 
The forbidden center of this desert is an addax reserve which protects a rare type of antelope. Outcroppings of the 
Elrhaz Formation at a place whose name means “where camels fear to go” is the source for most of this region’s 
fossils, including the Sarchosuchus Imperator (sar-ko-SU-kus im-PE-ra-tor), a massive crocodilian found at a quarry 
at Gadoufaoua (ga-dou-FOU-wa). Djaba (JA-ba) is an abandoned city in this desert, and its Bous region is an artifact 
trove for its ancient Kiffian culture, whose remains are found at a mass grave near Gobero. This desert extends north to the 
Djado (JA-do) Plateau, and it reaches the Ahaggar Mountains to the northwest. The sands of this desert are reclaiming a 
black rock memorial to a flight that was bombed for its nation’s support of Hisséne Habré. FTP, name this desert located east 
of the Aïr (a-YIR) Massif and accessed from Agadez, the largest geographic feature of Niger. 

Answer: Ténéré Desert 

10. An early culture in this nation carved its Odalmelech (o-dal-ME-lech) Stone Faces. A group of erect basalts known as 
the Badrulchau (ba-DRUL-chau) Monoliths are believed to have supported a giant “bai” or meeting house for a 
thousand men. Sonsorol and Tobian are dialects of a language spoken in the southwest of this country that is believed 
to be native to Ulithi. The Ngkesol Passage is a safe route around this nation’s massive coral reef, which encloses a system 
of 300 coral rock islands that are undercut at sea level and connected to brackish lakes by subterranean passages, one of 
which is its famous “Jellyfish Lake.” This nation moved its congress to a site called Ngerelmud (n-ger-el-MOOD) following 



the collapse of a bridge in 1996. That congress is the Olbiil Era Kelulau. An American invasion reached this island at Peleliu 
in World War II. FTP, name this nation which moved its capital to Babelthuap Island, from Koror to Melekeok, in 2006. 

Answer: Palau 

11. Many of this city’s underprivileged have been lifted from poverty by its native Grameen Bank, which pioneered 
microfinance without collateral. Many of its poor work in tanneries based in its industrial suburb of Hazaribagh (ha-
ZAR-i-bag). The leader of a trading power active in this city built its Ruplal Mansion and settled its market district of 
Forashganj (for-ash-GANJ), and a later zamindar built the pink palace, the Ahsan Manzil, in this city. Much of the trade in 
this city once buzzed around its Bara Katra caravanserai, which along with the Star Mosque and the Lal Bagh fort typify this 
city’s Muslim period, during which it was known as Jahangirabad (ja-han-GIR-a-bad). A revolution in this city began at a 
Maidan in its Armenian quarter following its formation at its Rose Garden Palace. This city’s resulting National Assembly 
Building was designed by Louis I. Kahn and is located near the Zia Uddyan, a mausoleum for Mujibur Rahman. FTP, name 
this sprawling, thickly populated city served by the port of Narayanganj (na-RA-yan-ganj), the capital of Bangladesh. 

Answer: Dhaka 

12. A language using 75% of this people’s vocabulary evolved from an argot called Shalambombo (sha-lam-BOM-bo) and 
became the status language Iscamtho, which was developed by the Laita gang operating around Orlando and 
Pimville. Use of the women’s hlonipha (hlo-NI-fa) avoidance language is declining among this people, though its 
women still undergo the umemulo ceremony, which involves a spear dance called the ukusina (oo-koo-SI-na). Beads 
called umzansi or isithembu (i-si-THEM-bu) indicate the clans of this people group, its isibongos (i-si-BON-gos), which and 
are headed by an iduna. This people’s heartland is the valley of the White Mfolozi (m-fo-LO-zi) River, and their traditional 
lands extend from the Tugela River to the Wild Coast. FTP, name this people which scattered southern Africa’s ethnic groups 
in the Mfecane (m-fe-KA-ne) after merging with the Natal Nguni whose Inkatha movement helped bring down apartheid, the 
largest single ethnic group in South Africa. 

Answer: AmaZulu or isiZulu 

13. The Falasha ascribe this river as the boundary between lands of Japheth and Shem as noted in the Book of Division. 
This river’s northern channel is defined by high bluffs near Dankov and Lebedyan. The ponded lowlands of the Oka 
are characteristic of its southern course. It absorbs the Manych above its most populated settlement, after which it 
enters the Maeotian Marshes, which according to Plutarch, who knew this river as the Tanais, was the home of the Amazons. 
This river’s central wide eastern arc begins after its confluence with the Chornaya Kalitva and is dominated by the 190-mile 
long Tsimlyansk Reservoir. The lignite mining city of Novomoskovsk (no-vo-mos-KOVSK) is found on its banks near its 
source at the Shat Reservoir, after which it flows through Voronezh (vo-RON-yezh). FTP, name this river that empties into 
the Sea of Azov after flowing through Rostov, made famous by Mikhail Sholokhov and his novels about its Cossacks. 

Answer: Don River 

14. Inhabitants of the city containing this building complex were summoned to its location using copper pipes known as 
jarchis. A painting by Vasily Vereshchagin (ve-resh-CHEI-gan) called Triumph depicts its easternmost edifice. The 
prayer hall of its northernmost building uses the gold-leaf tapered kyndal design which mimics a dome; that building 
replaced the Mirzo Caravansarai. The Chorsu Dome is a fourth building in this complex. An iwan of one of its pishtaqs 
depicts lions in opposition to sharia, a nod to its city’s Zoroastrian past. That building, the Madrassah of Sher Dor, stands 
opposite a structure whose glazed mosaic surface depicts the night sky and is named for an astronomer king who built an 
observatory in its city’s Afrasiyab District, the Madrassah of Ulugh Bek. FTP, name this plaza decked out in blue and gold, 
the center of the Timurid Renaissance and the heart of the historic district of Samarkand. 

Answer: Registan Square 

15. This city features a skyscraper modeled after the Divine Comedy called the Barolo Palace. Soldati Lake is surrounded 
by the reclaimed floodland of Almirante Brown Park in this city which is entered via the Pueyrr and Uriburu Bridges. 
Much of its manufacturing is located in Nueva Pompeya, while Catalinas Norte complex on the border of Retiro and 
San Nicolas is an important business center. This city boasts a number of mansions which were later subdivided into 
separate living spaces called conventillos (kon-ven-TEE-yos). This city’s ward of Once is the center of the largest Jewish 
population in Latin America, while its brightly painted La Boca is a center of its thriving Italian community at the confluence 
of the Riachuelo and its waterfront, which also includes the Puerto Madero. FTP, name this city whose center is the Plaza de 
Mayo containing the presidential Casa Rosada, located on the Río de la Plata, the capital of Argentina. 

Answer: Buenos Aires 



16. These mountains’ Grutas del Brinco and the Cerro de Santa Marta are two of the more remote petroglyph areas 
associated with the now-extinct Cochimi People, though their Trinity Canyon is the more accessible of their Great 
Murals. Laguna Hanson is a seasonal lake in these mountain’s Constitución de Mil Ochocientos Cincuenta y Siete (mil 
O-cho-sien-tos sin-KWEN-ta i SYE-te) National Park that provides one of its only water sources for migratory birds. 
The El Vizcaino Desert interrupts these mountains between the Sierra de San Borja and the Tres Virgenes Massif, south of 
which is found the Sierra de la Giganta. The Sierra de San Pedro Martir, which also contains its nation’s National 
Astronomical Observatory, also contains its highest point, the Picacho del Diablo, to the north of which is found the Juárez 
Range. The Puente Hills are the northern tip of the American portion of this range, which includes the Santa Anas, and 
another observatory is found in the Palomar Range. FTP, name these mountains that extend from Cabo San Lucas to the San 
Gabriel Valley that make up most of the topography of Baja California. 

Answer: Peninsular Ranges (anti-prompt on any of the subranges mentioned; accept Sierra de San Francisco if given before the end 
of the first sentence 

17. This city’s water supply begins with the Zongo and Tuni glaciers. The Miradores of Laikakota (lai-ka-KO-ta) and 
Killi Killi (KI-yi KI-yi) overlook this city’s skyline. Business in this city slows down for its hour of Akullicu (a-ku-YI-
ku) practiced by its indigenous population. This city’s colorful Sopocachi (so-po-KA-chi) Market is located near its 
Parque Montículo (PAR-kay mon-TI-ku-lo). Calle Jaen (KA-ye HA-en) is the only remnant of its colonial district. A 
plateau above this city juxtaposes its wealthy La Ceja (la SE-ha) neighborhood with the adjacent adobe-brick slums of El 
Alto. This city’s Roosevelt Central Park is bisected by the Choqueyapu (cho-ke-YA-poo) River, which later flows through its 
country’s Valley of the Moon. Its extremely steep Calle Sagárnaga (KA-ye sa-GAR-na-ga) contains a marketplace patrolled 
by Aymara seers known as yatiri, the witches’ market. The Plaza Murillo (PLA-za mu-RI-yo) is the center of its government 
and contains its country’s “Burnt Palace.” FTP, name this highest capital city in the world, the administrative capital of 
Bolivia. 

Answer: La Paz 

18. A castle in this county is home to its country’s last descendents of its native Auroch population, the Chillingham Wild 
Cattle. That castle lies in a national park which is accessed through its gateway town of Haltwhistle. The Kielder 
Forest in this county is home to its principal observatory. Its Allendale mining district once produced most of its nation’s 
lead and silver, but the last of this region’s coal mines closed in 2005 at Ellington. Wark and Redesdale Forests are this 
county’s main wooded regions. Its east is defined by the rugged Whin Sill, whose lavas form the base of Bamburgh Castle 
and the holy island of Lindisfarne. Its northern Cheviot Hills are a source of trade uncertainty in this county due to a 
secession movement which is popular in Roxburgh and Dumfriesshire. Warkworth Castle was once home to this county’s 
Percy dynasty. FTP, name this English county located east of Cumbria containing Newcastle with its current town Alnwick 
and seat at Morpeth, located north of the Humber. 

Answer: Northumberland 

19. One population in this region, which includes the Ayt Oryaghel (AIT or-ya-GHEL) tribe, has founded a nationalist 
movement based on the hogra, or humiliation, and speaks the Tarafit language, while the Ghomara is a dying 
language spoken in this region’s west. This region contains its continent’s third deepest cave, Kef Toghobeit (kef TO-
go-beit). Much deforestation has taken place in this region in order to cultivate a type of cannabis called Kief. This region 
that stretches south to the Ouergha River contains the Caves of Hercules beneath Cape Spartel, this region’s northernmost 
peninsula. This region’s namesake range climaxes in Al Hoceima Province at Jebel Tidirhine (je-BEL TI-di-rheen). This 
region contains the blue medina of Chefchouan (SHEF-shoo-an), and its coastal cities include Tetouan and Tangiers. FTP, 
name this region whose name identifies a short-lived Berber republic with capital Ajdir and a war involving Abd el-Krim, the 
northernmost region of Morocco. 

Answer: the Rif 

20. A group of 18th Century sailors marooned on this body of water’s Edge Island survived for six years by collecting 
nails from driftwood and building bowstrings from bear tendons. Champ Island in this sea is known for giant 
rounded concretions that are known as its “cannonballs.” An alternate name for its southeastern portion, which 
extends to Vaigach Island, is derived from a river that begins in the Komi Autonomous Republic. An eastern entrance to 
this sea lies adjacent to Lazarev Mountain, through which underground atomic test tunnels release radionuclides via 
Matochkin Strait. A port on this sea was once the capital of the Pomor trading empire and is accessed by the only tunnel 
beneath it from the Varanger Peninsula, Vardø. Another is the home of Savior on the Waters Cathedral, and hosts a sea route 
to Churchill called the “Arctic Bridge.” Containing the Sea of Pechora, FTP, name this sea of the Arctic Ocean bounded by 
Svalbard, Franz Josef Land and Novaya Zemlya whose port of Murmansk is the largest city north of the Arctic Circle. 



Answer: Barents Sea 

21. The southern portion of this region is home to the Xavante (sha-VAN-te) and Bororo peoples. Its southwest rim is the 
Serra de São Jeronimo (SE-ra de SOW je-RO-ni-mo) which gives rise to the Itiquira (i-ti-KI-ra) River, while the 
Serra do Roncador encloses the canyon of the Mortes to the north. The Véu da Noiva is a waterfall in this region’s 
Chapado dos Guimarães (cha-PA-do dos gwi-ma-RAES) National Park. Its northern town of Alta Floresta is an 
ecotome of its nation’s dominant biomes. The Paranatinga (pa-ra-na-TIN-ga) and Coluene Rivers begin in this highland 
which grades into the Serra do Bodoquena (SE-ra do bo-do-KE-na) in the south and extends from the Parecis Range in the 
west to the border of Goiás. This northern limit of the Paraguay Basin contains the geographic center of South America. FTP, 
name this plateau, the namesake of two northern and southern Brazilian states with capitals Cuiabá and Campo Grande, the 
unlikely location of a city called Z sought by lost anthropologist Percy Fawcett. 

Answer: Mato Grosso Plateau 

22. The east coast of this island contains a cave system between Tenaún and Quicaví believed to be haunted by a coven of 
witches as well as a ghost ship, the Caleuche. A pilgrimage site on this island centers on a statue which protected 
residents from Dutch buccaneers in its San Carlos Church in Chonchi. This island exhibits a triple ria system in the 
valley of the Chepu involving its longest river, the Butalcura (bu-tal-KU-ra). This home of the Huilliche (wi-YI-che) 
People contains the westernmost occurrence of Valdivian temperate rainforest in its Tantauco Reserve. The Huequi (WE-
ki) and Minchinmavida (min-chin-ma-VI-da) Volcanoes lie opposite this island which, like the Los Chonos Archipelago to 
its south, is a partially flooded portion of the accretionary prism of the Andes. Ancud is the main northern port of this island 
noted for its Jesuit chapels. FTP, name this island separated from its nation’s lake district by the gulf of Corcovado, best 
known for hosting the Royalist capital of Castro during the Chilean War of Independence. 

Answer: Isla Grande de Chiloé  

23. The oldest evidence of habitation in this city comes from its former settlement of Michuhol. It’s not in California, but 
this city’s theatre district surrounds a square on Rodeo Street, and is known as Guwol-dong. Its nation’s only official 
Chinatown is also located in this city north of Sorae Inlet, which contains a famous seafood market. Inha University is 
located in this city where a free economic zone centering on the data sharing center of Songdo was built on reclaimed 
land. Jeondeungsa Temple, its nation’s oldest, is located on Kanghwa Island adjacent to this city’s airport, and an 
international business district in this city hosts the Green Climate Fund. A statue of Douglas MacArthur stands in Jayu Park 
in this city that was the target of Operation Chromite. FTP, name this western Korean metropolis at the mouth of the Han 
River, which serves as the main seaport for Seoul, where a famous “landing” occurred in September of 1950. 

Answer: Incheon 

24. These people claim descent from the Three Matriarchs Sguulu Jaad (SKU-lu jad), Giila Kuns (GEE-na kuns) and 
Kalga Jaad, (KAL-ga-jad) or Foam, River and Ice, and were present on their homeland as its first lodgepole pine took 
root. Two of their villages, including the oil processing Dji-gua and a fishing village associated with Tanu lie on 
Cumshewa Head, while another settlement is found at the entrance of Massett Inlet. A village facing Kunghit Island 
known by the maritime name of Ninstints is their southernmost settlement, which is also protected by a national park 
established by the South Moresby Agreement. A cultural center of this copper-working people is found at Kay Llnagay, near 
their main town of Skidegate. A northern population of these people known as the Kaigani are traditional adversaries of the 
Tongass, who refer to them as the “far out to sea people.” FTP, name this Athabascan people of southern Prince of Wales 
Island as well as a namesake island formerly known as the Queen Charlotte Archipelago, known for their tall totems. 

Answer: Haida 

25. The Shrines of Abirim, Bodwease (bod-we-AS-e) and Adarko Jachie (a-DAR-ko JA-chee) are located northeast of this 
city, while the Owabi Wildlife Sanctuary is located to its northwest. The first evidence of habitation of this city comes 
via the crater lake of Bosumtwe (bo-SUM-twe) to its southeast. This city comprises half of its nation’s timber industry, 
and was named for a royal tree, having first been called Kwaaman. A railroad from Sekondi and the introduction of 
cacao plantations underpinned a second incarnation of this city. A native industry based in this city relies on the cloth 
printing village of Ntonso and the Bonwire village, a Kente weaving center, whose product is sold at its massive Kejetia (ke-
JET-ia) Market. A ceremonial king of this city dwells at its Manhyia (man-HYI-a) Palace, a replacement of a structure 
burned in the War of the Golden Stool. FTP, name this city of the Akan people founded by Osei Tutu, the cultural capital of 
the Ashanti located in Ghana. 

Answer: Kumasi 



26. A south route to this place begins in Leiter Valley and avoids crevasses, but must deal with the treacherous 
Pforscharte (FOR-shart). That route is also used by those attempting the Stuedlgrat (STOO-del-grat), this mountain’s 
southwest ridge. This mountain forms part of a ridge that separates the watersheds of the Kals and the Moll. A crown 
of peaks that is this mountain’s namesake “wand” contains the Gerinturm and the Hofmannspitze (HOF-man-shpi-
tze), and its northwest ridge is the Teufelshorn (TOI-fels-horn). The main route to this peak begins at the Lucknershaus 
and passes over the Kodnitzkees (kod-NITZ-keys) Glacier, and most ascents also include the Adlersruhe (AD-lers-ru-a) near 
its summit. This mountain’s Pasterze Glacier is rapidly retreating. A highway connecting Holfach and Heiligenblut (hai-
LEEG-en-bloot) contains two tunnels which pass beneath this mountain on the border of Tyrol and Carinthia. FTP, name this 
highest mountain east of Brenner Pass in the Alps, the highest point in Austria. 

Answer: The Grossglöckner 

27. An endemic member of the silversword alliance on this mountain of genus Dubautia is a critically imperiled resident 
of its Alaka’i Wilderness. A downstream feature of this mountain has overlooks whose names mean “hidden hill” and 
“colorful hill.” The base of this mountain is known as the Blue Hole, and forms the headwaters of a river from its 
“wall of tears.” A west-flowing stream which begins on this mountain has carved out part of the Waimea Canyon, known as 
the Grand Canyon of the Pacific. A competitor for a record held by this mountain is split between Hana Forest Reserve and 
Haleakala National Park, and is known as Big Bog. That record is produced by its position just below the trade wind 
inversion layer combined with orographic lift channeled by the Olokele and Wainiha Valleys. There is disagreement over 
whether this mountain’s pinnacle of Kawaikini (ka-wai-KEE-ni) is a separate peak, meaning it may neither be the highest 
point on its island nor the wettest spot in the United States. FTP, name this extremely rainy mountain on the island of Kauai. 

Answer: Mt. Wai’aleale 

28. The Tsat language is spoken in this province by the Utsul People, who are predominantly Muslim. Another native 
people of this province perform ancestor-stirring Tiaocai (tiao-tsai) Dances which utilize bamboo poles, and have 
fiercely resisted incursions since the institution of its historic prefectures of Zhuya and Dan’er. A reserve of macaque 
monkeys is found in this province’s Nanwan Monkey Island, which is actually a peninsula in Lingshui County. This 
place of exile was romanticized by the poet Su Dongpo, who established an academy at its city of Danzhou, and its 
Wugongsi Temple celebrates five disgraced lords from the Song and Tang dynasties. The Nandu and Wanquan Rivers rise in 
the Yanoda Rainforest, which covers the Limu and Wuzhi Ranges in its center. Yalong Bay indents this tropical landmass at 
its southern city of Sanya. FTP, name this island province located south of the Leizhou Peninsula which forms the 
southeastern border of the Gulf of Tonkin, administered from its provincial capital of Haikou. 

Answer: Hainan 

29. An exceptionally narrow alleyway in this city is the Pušti Me Pro (push-TI me pro), which means “let me pass.” The 
Karampana (ka-ram-PA-na) Well is a secondary water source for this city. The Vrmac (vur-MATS) Tunnel has 
replaced switchbacks known as the “ladder of” this place that climb this city’s Lovćen (LOV-tsen) Massif as its main 
land entrance. Another approach is part of the vanished Bokelj River, and is the Verige Strait. The Grgurina (GUR-gu-
ree-na) Palace in this city houses its nation’s maritime museum. A drawbridge over the Gurdić (GUR-dich) Spring enters this 
city on the Škurda (SKUR-da) River, whose Sea Gate is marked by a statue of St. Tryphon, who also names this city’s main 
cathedral. This municipality which is centered on Arms Square is entered via Herceg Novi (HER-tseg NO-vi) Bay and Tivat 
Bay, which contains Sveti Marko Island, and its namesake bay is a ria rather than a fjord that pierces the Dinaric Alps. FTP, 
name this city on an inlet of the Adriatic Sea, a former Venetian colony in Montenegro. 

Answer: Kotor or Cattaro 

30. The only taxon conforming to this hypothetical among the arachnids is the Spirostreptidea (spi-ro-strep-TI-dea), as 
the ranges of the Palpagradi (pal-pa-GRA-di) and Araneae are interpenetrating. Its thalassic southern limit parallels 
the Suhul Shelf, to the south of which may be found fossils of the Meiolaniidae (me-yo-LAN-i-dae) as well as the living 
Hylidae (HAI-li-dae). In its northern extent, it separates Gebe and Waigao, but curves southeast, leaving Obi on its 
west as it skirts the southwestern edge of Misool, then separates the island of Gorong from the Bomberai Peninsula. As it 
enters its southern reaches it turns southeast and passes between the Kai Islands and Aru before turning south again off the 
east coast of Tanimbar. Part of its maritime consequences include the biodiversity of the Raja Ampat islands, and it marks the 
beginning of the Notogaean (no-to-GAI-an) Realm as it merges with Weber’s Line south of Timor. Flightless ratites, 
monotremes and four of the six orders of marsupials are found east of, FTP, what eastern boundary of the mixing zone 
between oriental and Australian fauna, whose western boundary is Wallace’s Line. 

Answer: Lydekker’s Line 



Tiebreakers 

31. This island’s city of Cheticamp is known for its mid-Lenten Mi-Carême festival. A Portuguese fishing colony founded 
by João Alvarez Fagundes once existed near its modern-day port of Ingonish, while Beddeck is noted for the Hall of 
the Clans, which celebrates the origin of its roughly 40 remaining speakers of Gaelic, the only Celtic-speaking 
settlement in North America. A highland region of this island contains White Hill and supports a hydroelectric plant at 
Wreck Cove. The Margaree River flows into its largest freshwater lake, Lake Ainslie. This island’s counties of Victoria, 
Richmond and Inverness meet at the center of its saltwater Bras d’Or Lake. The Strait of Canso separates its city of Port 
Hawkesbury from the mainland town of Mulgrave. Basque settlers were the second most populous ethnic group to staff its 
coastal fortress of Louisbourg, and this island was almost certainly named by Basque fishermen after a town in Aquitaine 
well before John Cabot’s first landing. FTP, what is this island of eastern Nova Scotia containing the cities of Glace Bay, 
New Waterford and Sydney? 

Answer: Cape Breton Island or Unamaki 

32. An oil and gas basin underlying the southern portion of this island seeps its product into a bubbling mudhole known 
as the Devil’s Woodyard. That southwest portion also contains the Bon Accord Lagoons, which are surrounded by the 
Buccoo Reef. Nariva Swamp is a manatee sanctuary on its east coast. Falls like the Blue Basin Falls and Maracas Falls 
can be found in this island’s Northern Range, though most of its rivers start around Mt. Tamana, including the Couva 
and Navet and a river that goes on to form the scarlet ibis habitat of Coroni Swamp on its west coast. Its longest river, which 
reaches the sea at Point Radix, is the Ortoire. Sir Walter Raleigh was known for using this island’s Pitch Lake to caulk his 
ships, and it is the largest natural source of asphalt in the world. This island’s first peoples were the Santa Rosa Caribs of 
Arima, which forms a conurbation with Chaguaramas centering on a city on the Gulf of Paria. FTP, name this largest of the 
islands comprising the nation with capital Port-of-Spain. 

Answer: Trinidad 

33. Mukeke is a fish delicacy sold in this city’s central market. The Muha and Ntatangwa (n-ta-TANG-wa) Rivers pass 
through this city.  A man-eating crocodile named Gustave preyed on residents of this city in the Imbo Valley from his 
home in Rusizi River National Park, which is adjacent to Saga Beach near this city. A false claim based on a visit to the 
village of Mukanda claims this city’s nearby site of Mugere (mu-GE-re) as the location of a meeting which actually occurred 
at Ujiji in 1871; this city contains a monument to that false claim that doctors Stanley and Livingstone first met just south of 
this city. This city also controversially claims a spring on Mt. Kikizi to its southeast as the southernmost source of the Nile. 
Most of the political functions of this city are in the process of transferring to Gitega (gi-TE-ga), and are expected to be 
complete by late 2021. FTP, name this city on Lake Tanganyika (tan-gan-YEE-ka), the largest city of Burundi. 

Answer: Bujumbura 

 


